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HEADLINE: First Western States Trustee Begins Using The CaseAware™ Suite
BODY:
St. Louis, MO -- (October 23, 2007) - KMC Information Systems, L.C. ("KMCIS") is pleased to announce that the San Francisco
branch of Alliance Default Services (“ADS”) has completed its implementation of KMCIS’ CaseAware™ Suite with the new TSG
Integration module. The suite consists of CaseAware™ Manage and CaseAware™ Integrate. CaseAware™ Manage is a complete
Case Management System that includes a dynamic workflow engine, Automated Fees and Costs, and integrated Document
Generation, Storage & Retrieval. CaseAware™ Integrate provides automated, two-way transmission of data between the firm’s Case
Management/Accounting systems and the prevalent Default Services industry middleware platforms including – Clarifire®,
Countrywide®, FISDesktop (NewTrak®, NewInvoice®) Lenstar®, Quandis®, VendorScape®, iClear®, and Walz®. In conjunction with
the ADS implementation, KMCIS also can report that TSG interfaces are now available through CaseAware™.
David Brown, President of Alliance Default Services CEO had the following comments: “The management and staff of
KMCIS/CaseAware™ could not have been more helpful and patient with us as we took this opportunity to reinvent the way we do
business. The CaseAware™ Suite is powerful, stable, and flexible enough that we were able to implement it with very few
enhancements/changes. My only regret is that we did not commit to their system last year.”
Dan Cannon, KMCIS’ COO remarked “KMCIS congratulates David Brown and ADS on successfully completing the implementation of
the CaseAware Suite in their San Francisco branch and wishes to recognize them as the first Western States Trustee firm to select
and implement CaseAware™. The ongoing success of ADS will serve to make the CaseAware™ Suite an option for the many other
Default Law Practices and Trustee Firms found throughout the Western States”.
Alliance Default Services – Boutique style, personal service – ADS has created a unique combination of financial strength together
with personal, old-fashioned service. By staffing multiple, regional offices as opposed to behemoth, centralized factories, the firm is
able to service its clients in a more intimate manner. The growing number of ADS clients have been found to appreciate this approach
and furthermore, the company’s employees actually enjoy their workday!
Located in suburban St. Louis Missouri, KMC Information Systems is a full-service Software Development and Consulting Company
dedicated to implementing quality solutions for the Legal, Mortgage, and Title industries. KMC Information Systems’ Professional
Services group provides support for custom application development, system administration and support, and business process and
technology consulting.
Visit http://kmcis.com to view further information about CaseAware™ and the other Products and Services offered by KMC Information
Systems, L.C.
Disclaimers
Clarifire®, Countrywide®, iClear®, NewInvoice®, NewTrak®, LenStar®, Quandis®, Walz®, QuickBooks®, Time Matters®, HotDocs®,
and VendorScape® are the registered trademarks of their respective owners and KMC Information Systems, L.C. claims no interest
therein.
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